Determination of the curling behavior of a preformed cochlear implant electrode array.
Accurate insertion of a cochlear implant electrode array into the cochlea's helical shape is a crucial step for residual hearing preservation. In image-guided surgery, especially using an automated insertion tool, the overall accuracy of the operative procedure can be improved by adapting the electrode array's intracochlear movement to the individual cochlear shape. The curling characteristic of a commercially available state-of-the-art preformed electrode array (Cochlear Ltd. Contour Advance(TM) Electrode Array) was determined using an image-processing algorithm to detect its shape in series of images. An automatic image-processing procedure was developed using Matlab and the Image Processing Toolbox (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) to determine the complete curvature of the electrode array by identifying the 22 platinum contacts of the electrode. A logarithmic spiral was used for a comprehensive mathematical description of the shape of the electrode array. A fitting algorithm for nonlinear least-squares problems was used to provide a complete mathematical description of the electrode array. The system was tested for curling behavior as a function of stylet extraction using nine Contour Advance Research Electrodes (RE) and additionally for nine Contour Advance Practice Electrodes (PE). All arrays show a typical pattern of curling with adequate predictability after the first 2 or 3 millimeters of stylet extraction. Although non-negligible variations in the overall curling behavior were detected, the electrode arrays show a characteristic movement due to the stylet extraction and only vary minimally after this initial phase. These results indicate that the risk of intracochlear trauma can be reduced if the specific curling behavior of the electrode carrier is incorporated into the insertion algorithm. Furthermore, the determination of the curling behavior is an essential step in computer-aided cochlear implant electrode development. Experimental data are required for accurate evaluation of the simulation model.